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 .The preprojective partition P , n s 0, . . . , ` of an artin algebra wasn
w xintroduced by Auslander and Smalù in 6 . Of course, we can perform the
construction of the categories P also over an arbitrary right artinian ring.n
However, we do not know whether for each n g N all finitely generated
modules which do not have any direct summand in P j ??? j P are0 ny1
generated by P , as required by the definition of the preprojective parti-n
tion. An example of a right artinian hereditary ring where this fails for
w xn s 1 is given in 1 .
In this paper we show that a right artinian hereditary ring admits a
preprojective partition if and only if the following condition is satisfied:
For each non-injective module A g P , n g N , there is an almostn 0
split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in mod R.
We prove the if-part for arbitrary right artinian rings. For the proof of the
only-if-part, we need some tilting theory. In fact, we will get tilting modules
by summing up suitable preprojective modules, and this will enable us to
construct the desired almost split sequences.
As an immediate consequence of these results we can generalize some
known properties of hereditary artin algebras to right artinian hereditary
rings having a preprojective partition. We obtain the algorithms given by
w xTodorov and Zacharia to compute the modules in P 12, 16 and then
characterization of the preprojective modules proven by Auslander and
w xPlatzeck in 4 .
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Throughout the paper we use the following notations. For a ring R we
denote by Mod R the category of all and by mod R the category of all
finitely generated right R-modules; the full subcategory of mod R consist-
ing of all indecomposables is called ind R. By a subcategory C of mod R
we always mean a full subcategory which is closed under isomorphic
images and direct summands. We then write add C for the subcategory of
mod R consisting of all modules isomorphic to summands of finite sums of
modules in C. Moreover, for M g mod R we call ind M the full subcate-
gory of mod R consisting of the modules which are isomorphic to an
indecomposable summand of M and set add M s add ind M. Finally, we
denote by Gen M the category of all M-generated modules, i.e., of all
right R-modules X admitting an epimorphism M  I . ª X ª 0 for some
set I.
For definitions and basic results about almost split sequences and
w xirreducible morphisms we refer to 5 .
1. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION
Throughout this section let R be a right artinian ring. We start by
w xrecalling some notions from 6 we shall need in the sequel. Let C be a
subcategory of mod R. A co¨er for C is a full subcategory Y of C
consisting of indecomposable modules such that for each module C in C
there is an epimorphism Y ª C with Y in add Y . It is called a minimal
cover for C if none of its proper subcategories is a cover for C , and is said
to be finite if it contains only a finite number of nonisomorphic modules.
Moreover, we say that a module C in C is splitting projecti¨ e in C if
each epimorphism X ª C with X in add C is splittable, and we denote by
 .P C the subcategory of mod R consisting of all indecomposable splitting0
 .projectives in C. Obviously P s P mod R is the category of all inde-0 0
composable projective right R-modules. We proceed by induction and set
 . nn nP s P mod R , where P s P j P j ??? j P and mod R de-n 0 P 0 1 ny1 P
notes the subcategory of mod R consisting of all modules with no sum-
n  .mand in P . The modules in add D P are called preprojecti¨ e.ng N n0
Furthermore, by defining P s ind R _ D P , we obtain a partition` ng N n0
P , P , P , . . . , P of ind R, which is called a preprojecti¨ e partition if P0 1 2 ` n
is a finite cover for mod R n for each n g N. We then say that R has aP
preprojective partition.
There is the following useful connection between covers and splitting
projectives.
w xLEMMA 1.1 6, 2.1 and 2.4 . Let R be a right artinian ring and C a
 .subcategory of mod R with co¨er Y . Then Y contains P C . Moreo¨er, if0
 .Y is finite, then P C is the unique minimal co¨er for C.0
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w xProof. The proofs in 6, 2.1]2.4 also work if the ring is only right
artinian instead of an artin algebra. There is merely one argument we have
w xto take care of. In 6, 2.2 a finitely generated right R-module A is viewed
as a left End A-module and Nakayama's lemma is applied on it to show
 .that J End A ? A is a superfluous submodule. In our case we still have
 .that J End A ? A is a superfluous End A-submodule of A because
 .J End A is a nilpotent ideal.
The following result will be an important tool in our investigations. It is
w xbased on an idea from 6 .
LEMMA 1.2. For N g mod R and X g Mod R the following statements
are equi¨ alent.
 .a X g Gen N.
 .b E¨ery morphism h: P ª X with P g P _ ind N factors through a0
morphism a : P ª B which is not a split monomorphism and where B is a
finite direct sum of modules in P j ind N.0
 . nc There is n g N such that P is finite and e¨ery morphism h: P ª X
with P g P n _ ind N factors through a morphism a : P ª B which is not a
split monomorphism and where B is a finite direct sum of modules in
P n j ind N.
 .  .  I .Proof. a « b . Suppose that there is an epimorphism g : N ª X
for some set I. Then every morphism h: P ª X where P is indecompos-
able projective factors through g. In particular, there is a finite subset
I ; I such that the diagram0
P
6
a
h
6
 I .  I . 60 XN ; N g
commutes, and a is not a split monomorphism if P is not in ind N.
 .  .b « c . This is obvious.
 .  . w xc « a . We use arguments similar to those in 6, Sect. 3 . Let us first
n  .fix some notation. For each P and Q in add P we write r P, Q for the
 .  .radical of Hom P, Q , i.e., the subgroup of Hom P, Q consisting of allR R
morphisms f : P ª Q such that there is no isomorphism of the form
f n6  .X ª P Q ª X with X g ind R. We denote by r add P the collec-
 . ntion of all morphisms in r P, Q for some P and Q in add P . For each
m .m g N we further define r P, Q to consist of all those morphisms0
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f : P ª Q which can be written as a sum  f where each f is a composi-i i
 n. m n.tion of at least m morphisms in r add P , and we denote by r add P
m . nthe collection of all morphisms in r P, Q for some P and Q in add P .
We now prove the following claim: For every morphism h: P ª X
where P g P n _ ind N and for all m g N there is a morphism0
f : P ª Q [ Y such that Q is in add P n with none of its indecomposable
summands lying in ind N, Y g add N, h factors through f , and pr f gQ
m n.r add P , where pr : Q [ Y ª Q is the canonical projection.Q
We proceed by induction on m. If m s 0 we can take f s id . ForP
m ) 0 we assume the existence of morphisms f 9: P ª Q9 [ Y 9 and
h9: Q9 [ Y 9 ª X such that Q9 is in add P n with none of its indecompos-
my 1 n.able summands lying in ind N, Y 9 g add N, pr f 9 g r add P andQ9
the following diagram commutes
f 9 6P Q9 [ Y 9
6
h
h9
6
X
For every indecomposable summand A of Q9 we know by assumption that
<  .h9 factors through some morphism a g r A, B where B is a finiteA A A A
direct sum of modules in P n j ind N. Thus we have a morphism a g
 . nr Q9, Q [ Y 0 where Q is in add P with none of its indecomposable
<summands lying in ind N, Y 0 g add N, and h9 factors through a . WeQ9
 .set Y s Y 0 [ Y 9 and f s a , id f 9: P ª Q9 [ Y 9 ª Q [ Y. Then hY 9
m n.factors through f and pr f is in r add P since it is the composition ofQ
my 1 n.  .pr f 9 g r add P and pr a g r Q9, Q . This completes the proof ofQ9 Q
the claim.
n m n.Since P is finite, there is m g N such that r add P s 0 by the0
Lemma of Harada and Sai. Hence, if we consider a projective cover
h: [ P ª X, it follows from our claim that there is a morphismiig I
f : [ P ª [ Y with Y g add N for all i g I such that h s h9 f fori i iig I ig I
 .some h9 g Hom [ Y , X , and h9 is obviously surjective. So, we haveR iig I
shown that X g Gen N.
We immediately obtain a sufficient condition for R having a preprojec-
tive partition.
THEOREM 1.3. Assume that for each non-injecti¨ e preprojecti¨ e module A
there is an almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in mod R. Then R
has a preprojecti¨ e partition.
Proof. Of course, P is a finite cover for mod R. Proceed by induction0
on n and choose N s [s C where C , . . . , C , s g N , is a completei 1 s 0is1
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irredundant set of those indecomposable modules which are not in P n
and occur as summands in the range of some minimal left almost split
morphism in mod R with domain in P n. Then every morphism h: P ª X
with P g P n and X g mod R n factors through a minimal left almostP
split morphism a : P ª B, where B is a finite direct sum of modules in
P n j ind N. From Lemma 1.2 it then follows that every module in mod R nP
is in Gen N. This implies by Lemma 1.1 that P is a finite cover forn
nmod R .P
If we assume in addition that R is hereditary, we can also prove the
converse of Theorem 1.3. This will be done in the next section.
2. THE HEREDITARY CASE
It is well known that over a right artinian hereditary ring R the
isomorphism classes of the indecomposable projective modules can be
 .partially ordered by setting P F Q if Hom P, Q / 0. We will now give aR
 w x.condition which allows us to order the modules in P see 2 . For n g Nn 0
we say that R is P -hereditary if it has the following property: If C is an
module in P , then every finitely generated indecomposable module Xn
with a nonzero morphism X ª C is in P nq1. In particular, every nonzero
morphism P ª Q where P and Q are in P must then be injective. So,n
the isomorphism classes of P can be partially ordered by setting P F Q ifn
 .Hom P, Q / 0. We will denote by P max resp. P _ max the subcate-R n n
gory of P consisting of those modules which are maximal resp. non-n
maximal with respect to this order. Further, let us write P n inj for the
subcategory of P n consisting of the injective objects. Take now a complete
irredundant set P , . . . , P of modules in P j P max j P n inj and put1 r nq1 n
T s [r P . Finally, let T s [m Q where Q , . . . , Q is a completenq1 i 0 i 1 mis1 is1
irredundant set of indecomposable projective right R-modules.
w xThe modules T were first considered by H. Valenta. In 14, 6.3 hen
showed for a right artinian hereditary ring that all T , n g N , are tiltingn 0
modules provided every non-injective preprojective module A admits an
almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in Mod R with finitely gener-
ated modules. We will now establish the following.
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a right artinian hereditary ring. The following
statements are equi¨ alent.
 .1 R has a preprojecti¨ e partition.
 .2 For all n g N we ha¨e that R is P -hereditary, T is a tilting0 n n
module, and for each C g P there is an almost split sequence 0 ª A ªnq1
B ª C ª 0 in mod R.
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 .3 For each non-injecti¨ e preprojecti¨ e module A there is an almost
split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in mod R.
Recall that a right module T over an arbitrary ring R is called a tilting
module if T is finitely presented of projective dimension at most one,
1  .Ext T , T s 0, and there is a short exact sequence 0 ª R ª T ª T ª 0R 1 2
 w x.with T , T g add T see 7 .1 2
w xBy 8, Theorem 3 we know that T is a tilting module if and only if T is
H  1  . 4finitely generated and Gen T s T s X g Mod R N Ext T , X s 0 .R
Every T-generated module X is then even T-presented, which means that
there is a T-presentation T  I1. ª T  I0 . ª X ª 0 for some sets I and I0 1
w x7, 1.3; 9, 1.2 . If X is finitely generated and R is right noetherian, we can
 w x.further choose I and I to be finite see 14, 1.1 .0 1
We will prove Theorem 2.1 by induction on n. Under the induction
assumption we will first construct minimal right almost split morphisms
ending at the modules in P . Since R is assumed to be P -hereditary fornq1 i
all 0 F i F n, their kernels will be non-injective modules in P max jny1
P _ max. In a second step, we will show that T is a tilting module. Byn nq1
using some tilting theory, we will deduce that the cardinality of Pnq1
equals the number of non-injective modules in P max j P _ max.ny1 n
Thus all of these modules must occur as first terms of almost split
sequences with end-term in P , which yields the existence of minimalnq1
left almost split morphisms starting at preprojective modules.
Let us now begin our project.
When dealing with modules in P , n ) 0, there is usually one feature ofn
projective modules missing, namely the factorization property. Under the
induction assumption for our theorem, however, we can partially recover
this property.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a right artinian ring and n g N such that P0 i
is a co¨er for mod R i , R is P -hereditary, and T is a tilting module for allP i i
0 F i F n. Then for each C g ind R _ P nq1 there is a non-split epimorphism
g : P ª C such that P g add P and all morphisms f : X ª C where X gn
P nq1 factor through g.
Proof. Since T is a tilting module and P is a cover for mod R n ,n n Pgi 6 6there is a non-split exact sequence 0 ª K P C ª 0 where P g
add T and K g Gen T . Further, P being a cover for mod R i and Tn n i P i
being tilting imply Gen T ; Gen T s T H for all 0 F i F n. So, the func-n i i
 .tor Hom X, y is exact on our sequence whenever X g P ; ind T forR i i
some 0 F i F n, which means that g has the stated factorization property.
Let us now choose the above sequence with P of minimal length. We
claim that P g add P . First of all, we investigate K. Suppose for an
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moment that K has an indecomposable injective summand I. Then we
 .  . <have decompositions P s i I [ P9 and Ker g s i I [ Ker g , whichP 9
<g P9 6
<yield a non-split exact sequence 0 ª Ker g ª P9 C ª 0 whereP 9
<Ker g g Gen T and P9 is a module in add T of length less than P, aP 9 n n
contradiction. So, K has no nonzero injective summand and is therefore
 .generated by some module in add P max j P . Thus we concludeny1 n
K g mod R ny 1. Next, we assume that there is a decomposition P s Y [P
P0 where 0 / Y g P n. Note that there is an epimorphism f : Z ª C
where Z g add P since P is a cover for mod R n. We know that fn n P
<factors through g. It even factors through g , because R is P -hereditaryP 0 i
 . <for all 0 F i - n and thus Z, Y s 0. Hence we deduce that g andP 0
i9 s pr i are surjective. Since K g mod R ny 1 , it follows that i9 is a splitY P
epimorphism. We then have a pull-back diagram
i96 6 6 60 Ker i9 K Y 0
6 6 6
(
6 6 6 6
0 K 9 P0 C 0
where K 9 ( Ker i9 g add K ; Gen T and P0 is a module in add T ofn n
length less than P, which again leads to a contradiction. So, we have
established that P g add P .n
w xIn 1, 1.1 we constructed an almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0
in mod R for every module C g P over an arbitrary right artinian ring.1
We can now perform the same construction for the modules in P bynq1
exploiting the fact that under our assumptions the modules in P nq1
behave like projectives.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let the assumptions be as in Proposition 2.2. Then for
each C g P there is an almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 innq1
mod R, and A g P n j P _ max. If in addition P is a co¨er forn nq1
mod R nq 1 and T is a tilting module, we further ha¨e B g add P nq2.P nq1
Proof. Let C g P and g : P ª C be a non-split epimorphism as innq1
Proposition 2.2. Consider further the submodule C9 of C generated by
all proper submodules with no summand in P nq1. It is not hard to see
that the inclusion i: C9 ª C is a proper monomorphism and that b s
 .g, i : P [ C9 ª C is a right almost split morphism in mod R. Hence
there is an almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in mod R. The
module B must have a direct summand in P nq1. Since R is P -hereditaryi
for all 0 F i F n, it follows that A is a non-injective module in
P n j P _ max.n
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Assume now the additional hypotheses, and suppose that B has a direct
summand X g ind R _ P nq2. As in the proof of Proposition 2.2, we obtain
that the irreducible morphism A ª X factors through some non-split
epimorphism g 9: P9 ª X where P9 g add T .nq1
A
6
h
6 6
XP9
g 9
But A f ind T , so h cannot split, which is the desired contradiction.nq1
COROLLARY 2.4. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.2 we ha¨e
Gen T ; T H .nq1 nq1
Proof. Consider a non-split exact sequence 0 ª X ª Y ª Z ª 0
where X g ind R and Z g ind T . By Proposition 2.3 we have a commu-nq1
tative diagram with exact rows
6 6 6 6
0 X Y Z 0
6 6
s
b6 6 6 6
0 A B Z 0
where the bottom row is an almost split sequence in mod R and A g
P n j P _ max. Then s / 0 because b is not a split epimorphism. Sincen
R is P -hereditary for all 0 F i F n, we conclude that X is a non-injectivei
module in P n j P _ max.n
1  .So, we have shown that Ext T , T s 0. Since T has projectiveR nq1 nq1 nq1
dimension one, T H is closed under factor modules. Thus Gen T ;nq1 nq1H  w x.T cf. 13, 1.2; 8, Theorem 3 .nq1
COROLLARY 2.5. Let the assumptions be as in Proposition 2.2. Moreo¨er,
suppose that P is a co¨er for mod R nq 1 and T is a tilting module.nq1 P nq1
Then R is P -hereditary.nq1
w xProof. The proof works as in 2, 4.1 . We take C g P , X g ind Rnq1
with a nonzero morphism f : X ª C, and assume X f P . This impliesnq1
that f factors through the almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 of
Proposition 2.3. In particular, there are C g ind B and 0 / f g1 1
 . nq2Hom X, C , and we know that C g P . If C g P , then fR 1 1 1 nq1 1
factors through the almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0. Again,1 1 1
 . nq2we find C g ind B and 0 / f g Hom X, C , and we know C g P .2 1 2 R 2 2
We can continue in this fashion obtaining a chain of irreducible monomor-
phisms . . . C ª C ª C in P , unless some C occurs in P nq1. But C2 1 nq1 i
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is artinian. So, after a finite number of steps, we must find a module
nq1  . nq1C g P with Hom X, C / 0. Thus X g P since R is P -i R i i
hereditary for all 0 F i F n.
In order to establish that T is a tilting module, we still have to shownq1
that every module in T H is T -generated. The next results will allownq1 nq1
us to apply our description of Gen N given in Lemma 1.2.
LEMMA 2.6. Let the assumptions be as in Proposition 2.2. If n ) 0, then
for e¨ery non-injecti¨ e module A g P max there is a monomorphismny1
A ª P where P g add P .n
Proof. We note that there is a monomorphism f : A ª C s [m Ciis1
where C , . . . , C g ind R _ P n. In fact, we can take f to be the embed-1 m
ding of A into a finitely generated submodule C of the injective envelope
of A which properly contains A. Then A is essential in C and thus pr f isi
a nonzero nonisomorphism for all 1 F i F m, which implies C g mod R n.P
Since we can factor f through some module P g add P by Propositionn
2.2, we now get our desired result.
LEMMA 2.7. Let the assumptions be as in Proposition 2.2, and suppose
further that P is a co¨er for mod R nq 1. Then for each A g P nq2 _nq1 P
ind T there is a non-split exact sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in mod Rnq1
1  . Hsuch that Ext C, X s 0 for all X g T .R nq1
Proof. Let n s 0 and A g P 2 _ ind T . Then A g P _ max, and there1 0
is a non-split exact sequence 0 ª A ª P ª Z ª 0 where P g P and0
Z g ind R _ P . Since P is a cover for mod R , we find C g P such0 1 P 10
 .  . 1  .that C, Z / 0. But C, P s 0, hence Ext C, A / 0. So, there isR
a non-split exact sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0, and of course
1  . HExt C, X s 0 for all X g T .R 1 H  H. Let now n ) 0. Observe first that T s C g Mod R Nnq1
1  . H4Ext C, X s 0 for all X g T is a subcategory of Mod R containingR nq1
ind T which is closed under submodules and extensions. Therefore itnq1
also contains every module in P as well as every non-injective module inn
 .P max the latter by Lemma 2.6 .ny1
Take A g P nq2 _ ind T , i.e., A is a non-injective module in P n jnq1
ny1  .P _ max. If A g P j P _ max, we have Hom T , A s 0 since Rn ny1 R n
is P -hereditary for all 0 F i - n. Now Gen T s T H , hence there is ai n n
non-split exact sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 where C g ind T . Thenn
C g P or C is a non-injective module in P max or C g ind T , andn ny1 nq1
H  H.in any case we know C g T .nq1
Finally, we consider the case A g P max j P _ max. We know byny1 n
Lemma 2.6 that there is a non-split exact sequence 0 ª A ª P ª Z ª 0
where P g add P . Of course, Z is not splitting projective in mod R nn P
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and thus has a summand in ind R _ P nq1. So, we can complete the proof
like in the case n s 0 by using that P is a cover for mod R nq 1 and Rnq1 P
is P -hereditary.n
We are now ready to prove the Theorem.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 2.1. 3 « 1 . This holds by Theorem 1.3.
 .  .1 « 2 . We proceed by induction on n. For n s 0 the first two
wstatements are obvious and the third follows from Proposition 2.3 or 1,
x  .1.1 . Assume now that the statements in 2 are proven for all 0 F i F n. In
order to show that T is a tilting module, we have to verify Gen T snq1 nq1
T H . The inclusion ``; '' holds by Corollary 2.4. We now check thenq1
other inclusion. For every A g P nq2 _ ind T we choose a non-splitnq1aA 6exact sequence 0 ª A B ª C ª 0 as in Lemma 2.7. Let B , . . . , BA A 1 m
be a complete irredundant set of those indecomposable modules which do
not lie in P nq2 and occur as summands of some B . Set N s [m B [A iis1
T and consider a module X g T H . Every morphism h: A ª Xnq1 nq1
where A g P nq2 _ ind N factors through the non-split monomorphism
a : A ª B , and B is a finite direct sum of modules in P nq2 j ind N.A A A
By Lemma 1.2 we then know that X g Gen N. Since P is a cover fornq1
mod R nq 1 , we have [m B g Gen T , hence X g Gen T , and ourP i nq1 nq1is1
claim is proven. Now it follows immediately from Corollary 2.5 and
Proposition 2.3 that R is P -hereditary and for each C g P there isnq1 nq2
an almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in mod R.
 .  .2 « 3 . We show by induction on n that for each non-injective
module A g P max j P _ max there is an almost split sequence 0 ªny1 n
A ª B ª C ª 0 in mod R where C g P . Observe first that for everynq1
C g P there is an almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in mod R,1
where A g P _ max by the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition0
2.3. Denote for a finite subcategory C of ind R the number of isomor-
< <phism classes in C by C . Since all T , n g N, are tilting modules, wen
w x < <know by 10, 3.2; 15, 1.5 that ind T equals the number of nonisomorphicn
indecomposable projective right R-modules for all n g N. By construction
< < < <of T , we have in particular that P s P _ max . So, our claim is proven1 1 0
for n s 0. Let now n ) 0. We know that for every module C g P therenq1
is an almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 in mod R, where A g
P n j P _ max by the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2.3.n
From the induction assumption we deduce A f P ny1 j P _ max, henceny1
A lies in the subcategory A consisting of the non-injective modules inn
P max j P _ max. On the other hand, we know by the above argu-ny1 n
< < < <ment that ind T s ind T , which implies by construction of T andnq1 n nq1
< < < <T that P s A . This completes our proof.n nq1 n
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Remark 2.8. Let R be a right artinian hereditary ring having a prepro-
w xjective partition. From Theorem 2.1 we deduce by 14, 5.4 that every
preprojective module is endofinite and that the almost split sequences
 w x.considered are even almost split in Mod R see 17 .
We can now extend some known results about hereditary artin algebras
to our more general setting. For an almost split sequence 0 ª A ª B ª
C ª 0 in mod R we adopt the notation A s t C, C s ty1A and define
inductively t n resp. tyn.
COROLLARY 2.9. Let R be a right artinian hereditary ring ha¨ing a
preprojecti¨ e partition.
 .  w x.  y11 cf. 16, 4.5 For each n g N it holds P s t X N X is anq1
4  y1 4non-injecti¨ e module in P max j t Y N Y is in P _ max .ny1 n
 .  w x.2 cf. 12 For e¨ery n g N, an indecomposable module C is in P ifn
and only if it is not in P and there is an irreducible morphism X ª Cny1
where X is in P .ny1
 .  x.3 cf. 4, 1.5; 6, p. 107 The following statements are equi¨ alent for a
finitely generated indecomposable module C.
 .a C is preprojecti¨ e.
 .b There is a chain of irreducible morphisms of indecomposable mod-
ules P s C ª C ª ??? ª C s C with P projecti¨ e.0 1 r
 . nc There is an integer n ) 0 such that t C is projecti¨ e.
 .d There are only a finite number of non-isomorphic finitely generated
 .indecomposable modules X such that Hom X, C / 0.R
 .Proof. 1 This has been shown in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
 .2 The only-if-part is proven inductively by using the existence of
almost split sequences ending at the preprojective modules. For the if-part,
we need the existence of the almost split sequence 0 ª X ª Y ª Z ª 0.
 .We know by 1 that Z g P j P , and by Proposition 2.3 we then haven nq1
Y g add P nq2. Remember that R is P -hereditary for all 0 F i - n.i
Hence Y cannot have any direct summand in P ny1. Further, if Y had a
summand Y 9 g P , there would be an irreducible morphism t Y 9 ª Xnq1
 .where t Y 9 g P max j P _ max by 1 , which is impossible. So, weny1 n
 .conclude that Y g add P j P , and our claim is proven.ny1 n
 .  .  .  .3 The proof for the equivalence of a , b , and c is straightforward.
 .  .Since R is P -hereditary for all n g N, we further have a « d . Finally,n
 .  . w xd « a holds by 6, 5.1 .
Let M , . . . , M , t g N, be a complete irredundant set of modules in P1 t 1
and M s [t M . We have just seen in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that Miis1
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is a direct summand of some tilting module whenever R is a right artinian
hereditary ring such that P is a cover for mod R . It turns out that this1 P 0
property characterizes the hereditary case.
Remark 2.10. Let R be a right artinian ring such that P is a cover for1
mod R . Then R is hereditary if and only if M is a direct summand ofP 0
some tilting module.
Proof. We have only to prove the if-part of our statement. Let A be an
indecomposable summand of the Jacobson radical J of R. With arguments
similar to those in the proof of Lemma 2.7, it is easy to see that A f M H .
On the other hand, every indecomposable non-projective module lies in
Gen M, and by assumption Gen M ; M H . We conclude that A must be
projective. Thus R is hereditary.
w xIn a forthcoming paper 3 we will show that in general M need not even
be a direct summand of a )-module. We will discuss the case that M itself
is a )-module and see that this is a rather strong restriction on the ring R.
In the hereditary case, for instance, it means that R is serial.
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